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Decay of counterflow He II turbulence in a finite channel: Possibility of missing links
between classical and quantum turbulence
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180 00 Prague, Czech Republic
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Decay of He II counterflow turbulence generated by applying a heat pulse to the closed end of a circular
channel is investigated using second sound attenuation. Several orders of magnitude of decaying vortex line
density display various regimes, starting with the inverse time decay predicted by Vinen towards distinct
classicalt23/2 power law occurring after saturation of the energy containing length scale by the size of the
channel. The decaying counterflow turbulence displays a surprisingly close resemblance to recently reported
decaying grid turbulence in He II, and both of them appear closely linked to classical grid generated turbu-
lence.
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Turbulence in superfluids@1# that are characterized b
quantized circulation—quantum turbulence—along w
classical turbulence in fluids described by the Navier-Sto
equations can be thought of as branches of a general phy
phenomenon of fluid turbulence. There are similarities,
also important differences between the two, arising due
two-fluid behavior and quantization of circulation in supe
fluids.

Quantum turbulence is characterized by the existence
tangle of quantized vortices@2#. Although recently an experi
mental detection of quantum turbulence in superfluid3He-B
has been claimed@3#, most attention has been paid to turb
lent He II. Here the turbulence has recently been gener
classically—in a flow past obstacles such as spheres@4# or
grids @5–7# and in many cases closely resembles that in c
sical fluids @8#. This is particularly true for one of the cor
nerstone problems of turbulence—the decay of grid gen
ated turbulence in a finite channel, which recently beca
better understood@9# when combining experimental data o
decaying turbulent energy obtained in water with He II s
ond sound attenuation data, spanning orders of magnitud
decaying vortex line density@6,7#.

Although quantum turbulence in He II can be genera
classically, historically it was discovered@10# in a counter-
flow channel, where it is easily generated by applying a h
pulse@2#. It has been emphasized many times~see, e.g., Ref.
@11#, and references therein! that counterflow turbulence ha
no classical analog and little attention was paid to poss
links with classical turbulence. Indeed, in a limit of low flo
velocities, He II displays extraordinary flow properties
close agreement with the phenomenological two-fluid mo
of Landau. The two-fluid model also predicts the existence
the second sound, serving as a very powerful tool in exp
mental investigation of quantum turbulence above.1 K.

Experimentally, counterflow turbulence has a long histo
since the discovery of superfluidity, beginning with the he
transport experiments through capillaries and channels
various sizes~e.g., Ref.@12#, for a review, see Ref.@2#!.

The counterflow turbulence in a wide channel was fi
investigated in pioneering experiments by Vinen@10#, who
also introduced a phenomenological model for its descrip
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based on the concept of a random vortex tangle of a
densityL. His equation of a form

]L

]t
5

rnB

2r
x1vnsL

3/22
k

2p
x2L2, ~1!

whereB5B(T) @13# is the mutual friction coefficient,vns is
the counterflow velocity of the two fluids,r andrn are the
total and normal fluid densities,k is the circulation quantum
and x1 ,x2 are phenomenological constants, was later
duced by Schwarz@14# using rather general arguments tra
ing back to the equation of vortex motion in the local a
proximation. Under the assumption that the vortex tangle
homogeneous, this approach accounts for most of the
served phenomena in steady state counterflow turbulenc
can also be applied to the transient response of the vo
tangle from one steady state towards another, and even
lows an analytical solution@15#, which for a particular case
of free decay reduces to the inverse time dependenceL(t)
}1/(t1tvo), wheretvo stands for the virtual origin time@9#.

The transient behavior of superfluid turbulence, and
free decay of the counterflow turbulence in particular, w
experimentally investigated by many authors, e.g., Re
@2,10,15–17#. The most peculiar feature of the experiment
an anomalously slow decay ofL(t) after switching off the
heat input whenvns is suddenly reduced to zero. The a
proach in virtue of Vinen’s equation, with the same scali
coefficients describing both the grow and decay of the vor
tangle, does not provide a full physical picture of decayi
counterflow turbulence. So far the most sophisticated atte
to understand the underlying physics of this puzzle was
to Schwarz and Rozen@15,17#, who tackled the problem both
experimentally and theoretically, and argued that ‘‘this
gime should be interpreted in terms of a coupled turbule
in which random superfluid and normal motion interact w
the vortex tangle, the whole system decaying se
consistently at a rate controlled by the normal fluid visco
ity.’’ Indeed, their experimental data qualitatively agree w
calculated decay curves of suggested phenomenolog
model based on homogeneous tangle that involves coup
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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term between the two fluids and the newly introduced de
term via normal fluid viscosity.

In view of recent results indicating close resemblance
the grid generated He II turbulence with classical turbule
in Navier-Stokes fluids@7,9#, we have applied the powerfu
experimental technique of second sound attenuation to
perimentally investigate the decay of counterflow turbulen
in a circular channel (D59 mm in diameter, 13 cm long!.
The decaying vortex line density is deduced from the ti
dependent amplitudeA(t) of the standing wave of secon
sound, generated and detected by two identical plane g
plated membranes acting as transducer and receiver, pl
opposite each other across a channel in the middle o
length, so that the cross section of the main flow chan
stays clear. The cylindrical space between transducer
receiver acts as a second sound resonator. Our detection
nique is similar to that described in Refs.@5–7#, but in order
to eliminate the influence of connecting leads we develo
an ultralow noise broadband current preamplifier and
cluded it into our detection channel between the rece
membrane and the lock-in amplifier clocked by the fund
mental resonance frequency of the second sound stan
wave across the channel. The closed end of the channe
cludes a manganin wire heater wound on a conical surf
The channel is open to the He II bath and covered by ano
cone, in order to reduce coupling of the generated sec
sound signal with longitudinal modes in the channel along
length. The continuously applied heat input is switched
tween the channel heater and another matching one pl
outside the channel in the He II bath in order to keep
applied power constant to assure best temperature con
finally tuned by the temperature controller via an additio
bath heater.

The typical family of decay curves measured at 1.6 K
shown in Fig. 1. In order to compare the decay data with
classical turbulence data, we display the results in term
vorticity v assuming that, on average,v>kL in the same
virtue as it was done in Refs.@7,9#. The decaying vortex line
density includes the amplitude ratioA0 /A(t) of second
sound standing waves across the channel resonator,
sured at fundamental frequency typically around 900 H
where A0 stands for that without applied power into th
channel@18#:

v~ t !5
8u2

pBD
ln

11S A0

A D 2

a1A2S A0

A D 2

a1S A0

A D 4

a2

11a1A2a1a2
,

~2!

where a512cos(2pDD0 /u2), D0 is the full width at half
height of the second sound resonance peak~typically 10 Hz!
andu2 stands for the second sound velocity. For our geo
etry andv up to about 103 Hz ~when a<1027) Eq. ~2! is
well approximated by a simpler relation@10#

v~ t !>
16D0

B S A0

A
21D . ~3!
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Our main observation and the most striking feature of
the data at 1.3 K<T<1.8 K is that the late stage of th
decay of counterflow turbulence displays several orders
magnitude of the classicalt23/2 power law@19#. This law is
obeyed after the saturation time, marked for each de
curve in Fig. 1 by a vertical arrow. Fort,tsat , the decay
displays complicated features; sometimes even includes
riods with slight net grow ofL. However, as shown in Fig. 2
the early stage of decay of very high vortex line dens
displays the Vinen’s decay of the form (kL)21}(t1tvo),
which directly switches into a classical decay regim
(kL)22/3}t.

Similarly as in the case of the decay of He II turbulen
generated by a towed grid, the character of the decay
counterflow turbulence hardly changes with temperature,
spite a considerable change of the superfluid to the nor
fluid density ratio. This strongly suggests that fort.tsat the
decaying counterflow and grid generated He II turbulence
similar in character, especially while taking into account t
‘‘Reynolds number’’ dependence of the saturation timetsat
defined experimentally as a time when the decay switc
into the classicalt23/2 power law decay~see Fig. 1!. Here we
define the counterflow He II Reynolds number as ReHe II

CF

5Dvnsr/h, where the kinematic viscosity of He II is base
on the dynamic viscosity of the normal fluid and the to
density, i.e.,n5h/(rn1rs). Figure 3 displays the experi
mentally determinedtsat versus ReHe II

CF at three different tem-

FIG. 1. The decay of vortex line density in counterflow turb
lence measured at 1.6 K for various initial heat inputs as indica
The saturation timestsat after which the decay displays classic
character of the formt23/2 are marked by arrows. Reproducibility o
the data becomes an issue for decay curves originating from
starting values ofL.
2-2
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peratures. On the first approximationtsat(T)5tsat

}1/ReHe II
CF , thus behaving in close analogy with the data o

tained in grid generated turbulence@7#. The agreement is
especially good for the decay data starting from very h

FIG. 2. The early stage of decay of vortex line density in cou
terflow turbulence measured after switching off the high rate
heating into the channel. The Vinen decay (kL)215C0(t1tvo)
with C050.0425 and virtual origin time~see arrow! tvo50.25 s
switches directly into a classical decay regime (kL)22/35C1t with
C150.69 s1/3.

FIG. 3. The ReHe II
CF dependence of the saturation times, me

sured at various temperatures as indicated. The solid line repre
g/ReHe II

CF with g53.33104, adopted from Ref.@7#. The broken line,
corresponding togcorr51.54g, accounts for the ReM definition in
towed grid turbulence@20#.
04730
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line density in the channel, best representing the fully dev
oped turbulence. Quantitative comparison of magnitudes
tsat in grid generated and counterflow turbulence is n
straightforward, due to the definition of the ReHe II @20# as
well as slightly different channel size@21# and geometry.
There is a call for further experiments allowing investigati
of the decay of grid and counterflow turbulence in the sa
channel and with well defined grid geometry, but our view
that the striking similarity between decaying counterflow a
grid turbulence in He II has been firmly established.

It is natural to ask whether any kind of a similarity b
tween counterflow and grid generated He II turbulence is
some form built in already in a steady state counterflow t
bulence. Any approach based on the assumption of hom
neous vortex tangle in steady state, such as Refs.@10,15#,
automatically rules out such a similarity and leaves the o
explanation that this similarity builds up during the deca
after the driving force, i.e., the applied heat had be
switched off. The homogeneous tangle approach is suppo
by experiments in Ref.@22#, where no appreciable differenc
of the tangle properties has been found across the cha
cross section@23#. However, in view of presented results, w
speculate that this scenario seems unlikely. Although
concept of homogeneous tangle is a good approximation
explains steady state counterflow turbulence fairly well,
believe that the counterflow tangle is slightly polarized a
organized in such a way that it ‘‘knows’’ about the size of t
channel via suitably defined Reynolds number such
ReHe II

CF .
First of all, at all temperatures the measured satura

time scales roughly inversely proportionally with ReHe II
CF , in

agreement with the quasiclassical behavior of this quantit
grid generated turbulence@7#. Still, one can argue that thi
scaling occurs due to viscous action of the normal fluid d
ing the decay, after the channel heater had been switched
However, the experimental fact that for constant init
ReHe II

CF within the experimental accuracytsat(T)>tsat and
thus does not appreciably depend onrs /rn ~both in the de-
cay of counterflow and grid generated He II turbulenc!
strongly suggests that the Reynolds number information
already inherently built in when the decay starts. We find
hard to believe that considerably different amount of norm
fluid changes over the expected 1/t behavior that follows
from the homogeneous tangle approach into classical 1t3/2

power law within the sametsat time.
In order to further support our point of view, let us co

sider the counterflow turbulence from standpoint of expe
mental facts known for the heat transfer efficiency in He
At low heat loads, the heat transport between two He
reservoirs of different temperatures connected with the ch
nel has no classical analogy, but we argue here, that at
heat loads the system closely resembles the heat transfe
curring in turbulent thermal convection in classical fluid b
tween ideally thermally conducting bottom and top plates
a gravitational field. The efficiency of the heat transfer
given here by the Nusselt number Nu that compares h
many times more effective turbulent convection is in co
parison with molecular conduction only. The dynamical p
rameter is the dimensionless Rayleigh number Ra that
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flects the fluid properties, the temperature differenceDT
between the plates, and the size of the whole system. It i
fundamental interest to know how Nu scales with Ra}DT.
Although the exact scaling Nu}Rab remains an open ques
tion, most experiments in turbulent thermal convection s
gest b>2/7 that gradually increases towardsb>1/3. We
have revisited and scanned experimental data of Chase@12#
who carefully measured the heat transport by thermal co
terflow in turbulent He II through connecting circular cha
nels and found that these data once again display st
similarity with classical behavior, i.e., that in wide temper
ture range the overall heat transfer rate scales asQ̇}(DT)b

with exponentb close to 2/7 later rising to about 1/3 wit
increasingDT in strikingly similar manner with classical tur
bulent thermal convection. Due to different geometry~high
aspect ratio!, more quantitative comparison is perhaps n
possible. One can imagine, however, that the two He II r
ervoirs, thanks to extremely high thermal conductivity of H
II, play a role of the ideally conducting bottom and to
plates, while the chemical potential of He II replaces t
gravitational potential in classical convection. Let us po
out that within the two-fluid model the superfluid does n
carry any heat, so the entire heat transfer occurs via the
-

p

et

tt.
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cous normal fluid. The presence of the vortex tangle in
perfluid results in mutual friction and additional dissipatio
channel, but it seems this could be, at least approximat
taken into account by introducing an effective kinematic v
cosity in analogy with the grid turbulence in He II@8,24#.
There is a clear call for carefully designed experiments
abling more rigorous comparison of turbulent thermal co
vection with the heat transfer by the counterflow He II tu
bulence.

In conclusion, we have investigated the decay of coun
flow He II turbulence in a finite size circular channel an
found features strikingly similar to the decay of classical a
grid generated He II turbulence. We believe that further
vestigation of links between superfluid~both counterflow and
classically generated! and classical turbulence ought to brin
more information on the fascinating field of fluid turbulen
in general.
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